Do you want to make a film produced by you (even a film only a few seconds long!) available on
your website for visitors to stream exclusively for free?
Then Common Tariff T applies to you.
Contact: Stephan Rüegg, phone: +41 (0)44 485 66 71
Do you want to make a film produced by you, or on commission for you (even if it is only a few
seconds long!), available on your website for visitors to stream or download exclusively for free?
Then Tariff VN applies to you.
NB: Before filing an application for a licence with SUISA, you must obtain the right to use the desired
musical work from the publisher and/or label (record company); see fact sheet.
Contact: filmproduction@who-needs-spam.suisa.ch, phone: +41 (0)21 614 32 37
Do you want to make a film available on your website for the public to download against payment
(video on demand)?
Contact: Daniel Köhler, phone: +41 (0)44 485 66 38
Tariffs and information sheets are not available in English. Please select another language.
Thema Bitte wählen Sie ein Thema
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VN Declaration of musical works additional works
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KB

Tariff VN: Declaration of musical works for films - additional works
VN Declaration of musical work

27.4
KB

Tariff VN: Declaration of musical works for films
Tariffs VN-VI: Explanatory notes application (except TV or cinema commercials)
Explanatory notes on filling in an "application for a licence to record ...
Tariffs VN-VI: application for a licence to record music on audio-visual carriers (except TV or
cinema commercials)
Tariff VN: text of the tariff

76.3
KB
411.0
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52.8
KB

Recording music on audiovisual carriers not intended for the public
Tariff VN: Explanatory notes application (commercials)

78.7
KB

Explanatory notes in filling in a "application for a licence to record ...
Tariff VN: application for a license to record music on audio-visual carriers (commercials)

380.5
KB

Notice mood music

34.3
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Mood music on audio and audiovisual media
Mood Music list of providers
Mood music on audio and audiovisual media

37.3
KB

